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KURT VONNEGUT

Okay, I confess. I’m an hotel and traveling victim.
Although as I get a lot of fresh new ideas from
this passion I can always say that even during my holiday
I keep on working. And I belive so. Getting to new environments
expands our knowledge and our curiosity.
Please enjoy my choices and browse your holidays.
Take your time and as much money as you can.
I assure you that traveling is the best investment you can do
to improve your creative skills.
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Carlos Coelho

www.adamevehotels.com
The world’s sexiest-best-everything hotel.
The coolest bathtube, the longest pool...

REF Marrakech
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www.caravanserai.com
Outstanding arquitecture in a rural absolutely charming hotel,
just a few minutes from everywhere that maters. From 130¤
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PLANE D-LUX
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REF Botswana

www.emirates.com
Take a first class sky suite ( a cabin with flat bed and sliding
doors ) .
11 000¤ round trip NYC – Dubai
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CRUISE D-LUX
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www.trans-siberia.com
Take the trans Siberian express, the world’s most famous railway
journey- 12 days from 2 950¤
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www.knaus-yat.com
Buy a YAT trailer and be welcome to the new age of – on the
road-holiday.
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www.mrandmrssmith.com
The boutique hotel personal guide
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www.tablethotels.com
Unique hotels for global nomads
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www.cazloyd.com
cazenove + loyd destination experts
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PRIVATE ISLAND
www.unusualvillarentals.com/
private-islands
From 30 000¤ a day you can rent Nygard Cay in Bahamas. Sean
Connery, Oprah Winfrey, Robert de Niro and even President Bush
already did.

UNDERWATER
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www.crescente-hydropolis.com
Luxury undersea hotels are just coming. The first will be in China.
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www.unusualhotelsoftheworld.com Different, unusual,
wacky, ultrageous, wow hotels
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www.jul.com
Florida’s undersea lodging for real.
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SPA
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www.chivasom.com
Naomi’s favorite Thailand heaven of live health resort. A perfect
balance - International standards, Thai values - makes this place
the n#1 in the world. From 680¤

DREAM LANDS
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www.oneandonlyresorts.com
There are moments when everything is possible. And perfection
is perfect.
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www.woodlynpark.co.nz
Plane, railway carriage or underground accommodation from
120¤

www.designhotels.com
Design - matters places

Chile
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www.wildcanopyreserve.com
A tree house -15 meters high hotel.
A truly wonderfull wilderness experience.
From 5625 00 INR

REF New Zeland
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CARAVAN D-LUX
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www.okavango-delta-safaris.com
Sandibe safari lodge and some more African ‘safari-islands’
fantastic destinations.

REF India
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www.cunard.com
Experience the golden era of traveling.
Take the QueenMary2 81 days world cruise
- from 26 700¤

TRAIN D-LUX
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www.mnemba-island.com
Tanzania’s best kept secret. Indian ocean 10 rustic palm-fond
bandas luxury – not to be seen – resort.
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www.huvafenfushi.com
Maldives first underwater spa. A waking dream, like no other.
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www.amanresorts.com
A lifetime experience, without limitations.
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www.welcometowhotels.com
W hotels. Whatever you want, whenever you
want it ( as long as it’s legal )

www.standardhotel.com
Affordable “ Trés chic “ Miami, Hollywood, LA,
and soon in NYC

www.como.bz
Silent havens for holistic solutions

REF Canada
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London

www.pavilionhoteluk.com
Budget - fashion & rock star hotel. From 60 pounds

Berlin

www.lux-eleven.com
Berlin mitte outsanding but affordable apartments and suite.
From 115¤

REF Barcelona
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www.casacamper.es
Between las ramblas and de MACBA a Camper owned hotel as
intelligent as their shoes.
From 175¤

www.caesarspoconoresorts.com
Fantasy Land Hotel “The land of love” with is famous champagne
glass whirlpool bath for two. From 230 USD
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www.3rooms-10corsocomo.com
3 designer rooms in a Milanese-style palazzo just in the heart
of Milan. From 310¤

www.fantasylandhotel.com
118 fantasy rooms that meet all your dreams, from a classic
roman style to a back of a pick up bed room. From 199 USD

REF USA
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REF Milan
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www.elquidomos.cl
The world’s first astrotel. Watch the star
and be pampered in style.
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www.dogbarkparkinn.com
Sleep in a dog. The Dog Bark Park Inn is the world’s largest
beagle accommodation. From 88 USD

Japan

www3.tky.3web.ne.jp/~edjacob/hotels.html
All about the fantastic Japanese love hotels and their stories

SPACE

REF Denmark
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www.hotelfox.dk
For the launch of the new VW fox 21 artists turned this central
Copenhagen hotel into the world’s most exciting and creative
lifestyle hotel. From 160¤
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www.spacefuture.com
Everything about to come space hotels.

